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Environmental Fluid MechanicsCRC Press, 2001
Environmental Fluid Mechanics provides comprehensive coverage of a combination of basic fluid principles and their application in a number of different situations-exploring fluid motions on the earth's surface, underground, and in oceans-detailing the use of physical and numerical models and modern computational approaches for the analysis of...
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Solar Energy Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2007
FOLLOW THE SUN TO MORE EVIL FUN!
Let the sun shine on your evil side - and have a wicked amount of fun on your way to becoming a solar energy master! In this guide, the popular Evil Genius format ramps up your understanding of powerful, important, and environmentally friendly solar energy - and shows you how to...
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Chemical Technology in the Pre-Treatment Processes of Textiles, Volume 12 (Textile Science and Technology)Elsevier Limited, 1999

	Textile chemical processing today, particularly the pre-treatment processes require a highly sophisticated technology and engineering to achieve the well known concepts of "Right first time, Right everytime and Right on time" processing and production. Chemical pre-treatment may be broadly defined as a procedure mainly concerned...
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Wood Coatings: Theory and PracticeElsevier Limited, 2009
Wood Coatings addresses the factors responsible for the performance of wood coatings in both domestic and industrial situations. The term 'wood coatings' covers a broad range of products including stains, varnishes, paints and supporting ancillary products that may be used indoors or outdoors. 

Techniques for coating...
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Groundwater in the Environment: An IntroductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	This accessible new textbook provides a thorough introduction to all aspects of groundwater systems and their management. Using straightforward language and analogies to everyday experiences, it explains the origins, nature, and behavior of subsurface water without resorting to complicated mathematics.


	Groundwater in the...
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Handbook of Environmental Fluid Dynamics, Two-Volume Set: Handbook of Environmental Fluid Dynamics, Volume One: Overview and FundamentalsCRC Press, 2012

	With major implications for applied physics, engineering, and the natural and social sciences, the rapidly growing area of environmental fluid dynamics focuses on the interactions of human activities, environment, and fluid motion. A landmark for the field, the two-volume Handbook of Environmental Fluid Dynamics presents the basic...
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Global Issues: An IntroductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2016

	Now reorganized and updated throughout, the fifth edition of this well-regarded introductory global issues text continues to reflect the most important aspects of an increasingly globalized world.

	
		Reorganized into more accessible chapters better suited to semester-long courses, with new sections covering development,...
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For Men Of UnderstandingTa-Ha Publisher, 1999
It is stated as follows in the 164th verse of Surah al-Baqarah that one of the purposes of the Qur’an’s revelation is to think, "In the creation of the heavens and earth, and the alternation of the night and day, and the ships which sail the seas to people’s benefit, and the water which Allah sends down from the sky –...
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Basic Environmental Engineering: (as Per the New Syllabus of R.T.U. and Other Universities)New Age Publications, 2009

	Environmental engineering is one of the most popular, complex and fast growing disciplines in engineering. The scope of environment includes issues from public health, aesthetics, and impact of all development activities, pollution control legislation, standards, regulations, guidelines and their enforcement. Traditionally the application of...
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Solar Energy Engineering, Second Edition: Processes and SystemsAcademic Press, 2013

	Energy policy promoting sustainable development is transforming global energy markets. Solar power, the most abundant of all renewable resources, is crucial to greater achieving energy security and sustainability. This new edition of Solar Energy Engineering: Processes and Systems from Prof. Soteris Kalogirou, a renowned expert...
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Arch Linux Environment set-up How-ToPackt Publishing, 2012

	Get started with Arch Linux as a blank canvas and build the simple and elegant environment you want


	Overview

	
		Install and configure Arch Linux to set up your optimum environment for building applications
	
		Boot and manage services, add and remove packages
	
		Discover and get to...
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The Age of Living Machines: How Biology Will Build the Next Technology RevolutionW W Norton, 2019

	
		From the former president of MIT, the story of the next technology revolution, and how it will change our lives.

	
		A century ago, discoveries in physics came together with engineering to produce an array of astonishing new technologies: radios, telephones, televisions, aircraft, radar, nuclear power,...
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